In Poland
Parliament ends Solidarity union

WARSAW, Poland (AP) — Parlia-
ment formally ended Poland's un-
precedented experiment in worker-
democracy on Wednesday, overwhelmingly to ban Solidarity and
block future unions from gaining Solidarity's national
power.

The vote, taken by a display
of hands, was broadcast on the state-
national television. Officials said 10
members of the 460-seat Sejm, orParlia-
ment, voted against the new trade union law, while nine
members abstained.

The move came after nearly 11
months of marital law under which the
Soviet bloc's only independent labor
union was suspended and most of its leaders imprisoned.

Military rule has been challenged by a new wave of protests and the
vote was expected to provoke unrest.

FBI agents have been present at
the protest site since the investigation began last
week in the deaths of seven Chicago-area residents who took
cyanide-filled capsules from bottles of
Tylan.

The letter directed the money
into a bank account in the Continental Illinois National
Bank and Trust Co. in Chicago.

Ted McDougal, a spokesman for
the bank, yesterday received the financial
records of a
former customer.

He declined further comment
under notice
from the government.

Even though the extortion at
time apparently is not linked to the
murders, authorities still will try to
make a political football
out of this cruel fate for so many
people.

Lawrence Foster, vice president
for Johnson & Johnson, parent com-
pany of the manufacturer, MeNeil
Consumer Products Co., refused
direct comment on the extortion
demand.

"From the very first day of this, we
were in touch with the FBI and
established that anything having to
do with extortion demands — letters,
phone calls anything — was to be
handled through our security
people and turned over to the FBI,"

Foster said. The source in Washington con-
formed that a letter was sent to MeNeil
threatening a second wave of
cyanide poisonings if the demand
for $1 million was not met.

The Washington source said.

Members of an investigative task
force headed by Illinois State Attorney
General Tyrone Faher have
reported no substantial clues in the
case. Faher said Thursday night
that he was no closer to making an
arrest, but said there had been some progress in
narrowing leads.

FBI agents have been present at
the headquarters of the task force in
southern Illinois, but sources indicate the federal agency has taken
little active role either in the inves-
tigation or in examination of evidence.

Irish legendary Randy Kelly boost a fur at last night's pep
rally at Doolan Center. See photo file on page two. (Photo by Glenn
Kune)

Tylan killings
Extortion letter unrelated to case

CHICAGO (AP) — An extor-
tionist who wrote a letter threaten-
ing more poisonings unless the
makers of Tylan gave him $1 mil-
lion is probably a "tag-along" and
not connected to the cyanide killer, authorities said yesterday.

"If it's a long shot that this is the
work of anything other than a kook," said a law enforcement source in
Washington, who refused to be iden-
tified either by name or department.

"The killings were a very subtle
and secretive crime and it's doubtful
that would be tapped off with
the flagrant ignorance of a payoff
scheme with the identity attached to
it," the source added. "Our guess is
it's totally unrelated to whoever did
the poisoning. These things happen
all the time.

The extortion demand was
the latest in a string of possible clues
that apparently have washed out
since the investigation began last
week in the deaths of seven
Chicago-area residents who took
cyanide-filled capsules from bottles of
Tylan.

Saint Mary's library opens 24-hour lounge

BY RENY FOY

Nora's Cove

The long-awaited after-hours study lounge in the new Cushwa-
Leighton Library at Saint Mary's College opened this week.

The 24-hour lounge, added at the request of Saint Mary's students,
was built on the lower level of the library.

Saint Mary's did not open the lounge with the rest of the facility
because all lounge locks had not been secured.

After the library's regular hours, the lounge is only accessible
through the LeMans Hall tunnel.

The lounge faces a study area, par
telephones and an on-campus and direct dial-secure phone. There
are also two computer terminals.

Student input of ideas for planning the lounge resulted in a place
that can accommodate every student's study habits.

In a bill-signing ceremony at Long
Beach, Calif., President Reagan
pledged to find jobs "for all the
10.1 percent of the labor force out
of work. He chastised critics who
would try to make a political football
out of this cruel fate for so many
people.

Reagan said the legislation would
create hundreds of thousands of jobs
by increasing U.S. investments abroad.

The president also said his govern-
ment's "double-digit inflation, the single
greatest enemy of growth" and added
that "the toughest, most urgent
priority we have is to create more jobs.

Labor Secretary Raymond J.
Donovan termed the unemploy-
ment figures "a social tragedy.

Secretary Treasury Donald T. Regan,
asked when the jobless rate might
recede, acknowledged, "No one
knows."

And in Hot Springs, Va., Reagan's chief economic adviser,
Martin Feldstein, told the Business
that "the greatest, most urgent
priority we have is to create more jobs.

That day, former Bank of America
President William Robinson, labor union was suspended and
most of its leaders imprisoned.

Military rule has been challenged by a new wave of protests and
the vote was expected to provoke unrest.

FBI agents have been present at
the protest site since the investiga-
tion began last week in the deaths of seven
Chicago-area residents who took
cyanide-filled capsules from bottles of
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into a bank account in the Constantine Illinois National
Bank and Trust Co. in Chicago.
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records of a
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Consumer Products Co., refused
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"From the very first day of this, we
were in touch with the FBI and
established that anything having to
do with extortion demands — letters,
phone calls anything — was to be
handled through our security
people and turned over to the FBI,"

Foster said. The source in Washington con-
formed that a letter was sent to MeNeil
threatening a second wave of
cyanide poisonings if the demand
for $1 million was not met.

The Washington source said.

Members of an investigative task
force headed by Illinois State Attorney
General Tyrone Faher have
reported no substantial clues in the
case. Faher said Thursday night
that he was no closer to making an
arrest, but said there had been some progress in
narrowing leads.

FBI agents have been present at
the headquarters of the task force in
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little active role either in the inves-
tigation or in examination of evidence.
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Extortion letter unrelated to case

CHICAGO (AP) — An extor-
tionist who wrote a letter threaten-
ing more poisonings unless the
makers of Tylan gave him $1 mil-
lion is probably a "tag-along" and
not connected to the cyanide killer, authorities said yesterday.

"If it's a long shot that this is the
work of anything other than a kook," said a law enforcement source in
Washington, who refused to be iden-
tified either by name or department.

"The killings were a very subtle
and secretive crime and it's doubtful
that would be tapped off with
the flagrant ignorance of a payoff
scheme with the identity attached to
it," the source added. "Our guess is
it's totally unrelated to whoever did
the poisoning. These things happen
all the time.

The extortion demand was
the latest in a string of possible clues
that apparently have washed out
since the investigation began last
week in the deaths of seven
Chicago-area residents who took
cyanide-filled capsules from bottles of
Tylan.

The letter directed the money
into a bank account in the Constantine Illinois National
Bank and Trust Co. in Chicago.

Ted McDougal, a spokesman for
the bank, yesterday received the financial
records of a
former customer.

He declined further comment
under notice
from the government.

Even though the extortion at
time apparently is not linked to the
murders, authorities still will try to
establish who wrote the letter, the
Washington source said.

Members of an investigative task
force headed by Illinois State Attorney
General Tyrone Faher have
reported no substantial clues in the
case. Faher said Thursday night
that he was no closer to making an
arrest, but said there had been some progress in
narrowing leads.

FBI agents have been present at
the headquarters of the task force in
southern Illinois, but sources indicate the federal agency has taken
little active role either in the inves-
tigation or in examination of evidence.
Seven Notre Dame and Saint Mary’s students were arrested at Corby’s early yesterday for under-age drinking. South Bend Police Chief Daniel Thompson said officers made the arrests about 1 a.m. yesterday inside Corby’s. They were charged with under-age drinking in a tavern. Police also checked Bridge’s for under-age drinkers, but no arrests were made. Notre Dame Dean of Students James Roemer was unavailable for comment. He was attending an alcohol conference in Indianapolis. — The Observer

A state district court jury awarded $11.2 million to the parents of a Houston infant who suffered brain damage in his crib. Jurors ruled Thursday that Jacqueline and Steven Smith of Houston were entitled to damages from the crib manufacturer, Weir, Co. of St. Louis, and the retailer, ABC Baby Furniture and Infant Wear Inc. According to testimony, one side of the crib collapsed July 30, 1981, as Christopher Smith, then 7 months old, was lying in it. The couple claimed the baby’s neck became wedged between two sections of vertical dowel and he suffered brain damage from lack of oxygen. — AP

Eastern Virginia Medical School has announced the birth of its seventh in vitro, or “test tube,” baby, the only such birth in the United States. Vern Jones of the medical school said the baby, born in a Minnesota hospital Thursday, is “a very healthy eight pound, seven and a half ounce girl.” The parents requested anonymity, he said. The birth of the first baby conceived outside the womb at the Eastern Virginia Medical School was last December. Jones said 19 more such births are expected by spring. — AP

Food production must be doubled in the next 60 years or the world will face “social and political chaos” because of food shortages, a Nobel peace winner said in Florida Thursday. Nor- man Borlaug, who won the Nobel Peace Prize in 1970 for developing a high-yield strain of wheat, said his prediction is based on estimates that the world population will double from 4 billion to 8 billion by the year 2042. He spoke at dedication ceremonies of The Land Pavilion in the Future World section of Disney World’s new Epcot Center. The exhibit features plants grown under experimen- tational conditions. — AP

The Hillsboro, Wisconsin Police Department, housed in a former girls’ restroom in a building once used as a high school, soon will be moving. The Hillsboro City Council voted this week to move the department into the clerk’s office in the Hillsboro City Building. The department’s two officers had complained the room was musty and damp even though bathroom fixtures had been removed. It was, however, drier than their previous office in the old shower room. The council’s plans may eventually exceed Police Chief Leo Lowrey’s expectations. The council discussed constructing an addition to the building, a former high school that now houses the library, the clerk’s office and the council chambers, to give police their own office. — AP

The 20-year-old son of the president of Corning Glass Works was released on $1,000 bail after being arrested on charges of importing hashish from China. Neil David MacAvoy, a Stanford University junior, was arrested Wednesday after a package was delivered to him, Sgt. T. K. Davis of the Santa Clara sheriff’s office said. Davis said customs inspectors were alerted to the package, which held about an ounce of hashish, by a dog. A postal inspector delivered the package to MacAvoy at the Alpha Delta Phi fraternity house, Davis said, and MacAvoy signed for it and “seemed excited about getting it.” Ten minutes later, narcotics agents with a search warrant knocked in the door and arrested MacAvoy. Davis said detectives found more than an ounce of marijuana and $2,500 worth of cocaine in MacAvoy’s room. MacAvoy was booked for possession for sale of hashish, cocaine and marijuana, importing hashish and possession of cocaine. He posted bail and was released. His father is Dr. Thomas C. MacAvoy, of Corning, N.Y., president of Corning Glass and last year’s president of the National Council of Boy Scouts. — AP

Former Oregon Gov. Tom McCall dying of cancer, has appealed for voters to stick with land use measures on sale of hashish, cocaine and marijuana, importing hashish and possession of cocaine. He posted bail and was released. His father is Dr. Thomas C. MacAvoy, of Corning, N.Y., president of Corning Glass and last year’s president of the National Council of Boy Scouts. — AP

Breezy today with a 60 percent chance of rain. High in low 70s. Tonight: Low in low 60s with 60 percent chance of rain. Low in low 60s. Occasional rain and mild Sunday. High in low 70s. — AP

You won't have to take up a collection to afford our lavish Sunday Family Buffet. All you can eat. 11:00 a.m. to 3:30 p.m.

Every week, we dish out the tastiest Sunday service in town. Roast Beef, Chicken a la King, Lasagna and Fish. Mashed Potatoes, Dressing & Gravy, Salads & Fruit. Roast beef buffet for all family favorites. All for the heavenly low price of just $6.95. So come pass the plate with us next Sunday. You can take all you want. Without limit. Still it hurts.
Economic woes

Business group sees slow recovery

HOT SPRINGS, Va. (AP) — President Reagan's chief economist and chairman of 200 major corporations predicted yesterday that the economic recovery will be painful and slow, and that unemployment may still be about 9 percent more than a year from now.

The Business Council, composed of chief executives of the largest American corporations, said that even with an expected recovery later this year, the jobless rate will show a scant decline by the end of 1986 from the post-Depression high of 10.1 percent just announced by the government.

Meanwhile, in President Reagan's&nbs...
Actor-director Lamas dies

LOS ANGELES (AP) — Actor-director Fernando Lamas, the silver-haired star of numerous famous and "Latin lover" movies, died yesterday afternoon of cancer, a hospital spokesman said.

Lamas, 67, died at 2:45 p.m. at UCLA Medical Center, said hospital spokesman Al Hicks.

Lamas had been hospitalized for four weeks with what Hicks described as "a generalized cancer." Lamas had complained of back pain when he withdrew from a role in a new television series last month, said Carol Hileser, a spokeswoman for NBC. He was to have appeared in a supporting role in the adventure series "Gavilan," starring Robert Stack, which is scheduled to debut following the World Series.

Lamas had filmed scenes for five episodes, playing Caesar D. Tortuga, a sophisticated bon vivant who belongs to an aristocratic South American family left penniless after an unsuccessful coup. He was replaced by Patrick MacNer and all but one of his scenes were rewritten.

The dashing Argentine-born actor-director Lamas, the 1959 Academy Award nominee for his performances as Caesar D. Tortuga in "The Man of a Thousand Faces," died yesterday of cancer.

Lamas had been hospitalized for four weeks with what Hicks described as "a generalized cancer." Lamas had complained of back pain when he withdrew from a role in a new television series last month, said Carol Hileser, a spokeswoman for NBC. He was to have appeared in a supporting role in the adventure series "Gavilan," starring Robert Stack, which is scheduled to debut following the World Series.

Lamas had filmed scenes for five episodes, playing Caesar D. Tortuga, a sophisticated bon vivant who belongs to an aristocratic South American family left penniless after an unsuccessful coup. He was replaced by Patrick MacNer and all but one of his scenes were rewritten.

"It's a matter of fact that we're not going to have a fair hearing. "You don't deny the people the right to vote," he said. "Someone got out and made some comments that really exploded." Some county officials had indicated last week that they might have to furlough half the county's 400 workers next week because of lack of funds. That Kline said the plans are not definate, and state law requires the release of any one not brought to trial within 90 days.

"It's just a matter of fact that we're not going to have a fair hearing," said Larry Michael, producer of Michael's weekly show entitled "Quarterback Sings with Joe Theismann," in an interview Sunday night.
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Escape fails
Submarine remains in bay

HERCIA, NAWAL BOR, Sweden (AP) — A foreign submarine is still trapped in the Stockholm archipelago after failing to break through the heavy steel cables of an anti-submarine net, the Swedish navy said.

The latest contact was this afternoon, only a little while ago, a navy spokesman said. "This shows that the suspected foreign sub is still in the blocked Hors Bay area."

The hunt by an estimated 10 surface ships and 10 helicopters entered its second week, and the navy dropped more depth charges before dawn, trying to damage the mystery ship and bring it to the surface.

Officials refer to the sub as a foreign vessel without identifying the country, but it is widely believed to be a Soviet blue submarine.

The navy spokesman, Capt. Sten Carlsbom, refused to say what action was taken later in the day but reporters in the area said 20 miles south of Stockholm heard more explosions.

"We are moving as tough as we can now," said Capt. Evert Dahlen of the defense staff. "We give no warning shots and are boring closer to the sub than previously."

"We will, by all possible means, react against violations of our territory," said Prime Minister Olof Palme, who took office Thursday after winning the general election Sept. 19.

Carlsbom confirmed a report in the newspaper Dagmar Nyheter that the sub tried to escape Thursday via the northern exit from Hors Bay but failed to break through the anti-submarine net stretched across the 500-yard passage.

He denied a report in the newspaper Expressen that the escape attempt succeeded.

"The course of the submarine probably did not know the net was there," said Maj. Bengt Hublin, pointing out the spot to reporters touring the area aboard a ferry.

After the collision with the net, navy ships dropped five 130-pound depth charges. The hunted sub apparently crept back to the 200-foot deep area of Hors Bay and continued its hide-and-seek attempt to elude the Swedish flotilla and its explosives.

Carlsbom also confirmed a newspaper report that a second submarine was detected Thursday trying to get into Hors Bay, apparently to aid the trapped sub. Dagmar Nyheter said about 10:10 p.m. the navy found that the position buoys on the anti-submarine net had moved 100 yards into the bay, but later the buoys returned to position, indicating that the submarine retreated after failing to get through.

The report said the second sub then cruised north of Myssing bay past the blockade. Two three of four depth charges were dropped.

The sub was sighted the day before, detected last Friday in the bay outside the top-secret Muskov Naval Base at the Berga training base.

Officials refer to the intruder as a "spy" or "intelligence vessel." The defense sources indicated the nationality has been determined with 90 percent certainty through analysis of oil slicks.

Fourteen-year-old boy prisoner at home

INDIANAPOLIS (AP) — The National Organization for Women plans to be the major force in American politics in 1984 with one million members, a large campaign war chest and hundreds of knowledgeable feminists as candidates and campaign workers, NOW president Eleanor Smeal said yesterday.

At the organization's first convention after the defeat of the Equal Rights Amendment opened here, Smeal outlined the game plan for changing the nation's political climate to pave the way for the eventual adoption of the ERA, defense of abortion rights and defeat of conservatism.

"We are determined to hit 1984 with one much larger base of people — especially women — who are sick and tired of the political system as we know it," Smeal said at a news conference.

As a step toward increasing NOW's membership from its current 220,000, Ms. Smeal unveiled television ads designed to enlist new members, as well as a plan to double NOW's role as a lobbyist for women's rights and as a source of campaign money for feminist candidates.

NOW has a $250,000 budget for the ads, which will run early next year.

Nearly 2,000 delegates gathered for workshops, speeches and discussion groups at the convention that will also elect a new NOW president to succeed Smeal for this year's elections. NOW will be involved in hundreds of races, she said, although she expects only modest gains in the U.S. House and Senate. Somewhat larger gains are expected in Florida and Illinois, where NOW has pledged to defeat anti-ERA state legislators.

"We will remember in November what they did last spring," Smeal said.

The NOW convention is "historically significant," she said, because of its implication for the future.

"It is not just an election conference; it will also affect the direction of the organization and of the women's movement for the next 10 years. We must make major decisions on our agenda in light of the recent defeat of the ERA."

NOW plans greater role in '84 elections

GENEVA, Ill. (AP) — A 14-year-old boy was kept a virtual prisoner at home from the time he was born, taking his meals in the attic and never entering the garage where the doctor lived, an attorney for the boy said in introducing the boy to the seclusion.

"We intend to build a political force for the future. We know we must change the political climate if we are ever to get an ERA or to get other necessary agenda items such as reproductive freedom."

Part of such a change in American politics would be the defeat of right-wing candidates.

"We intend to build a political force for the future. We know we must change the political climate if we are ever to get an ERA or to get other necessary agenda items such as reproductive freedom."

For this year's convention, NOW will pay $232,241 for the ads, which will run early next year.

Berend Freudenthal, a 51-year-old mechanical engineer, said in a taped interview that his son, Gerald, accused of blowing up one or more bridges, had no apparent physical defects, Freudenthal said the boy appeared to suffer from a lack of self-esteem and spoke slowly.

Officials have placed the family's five youngest children with a foster family.

They lived in 10 states from 1976 to 1980, but Smeal said the family lived in the area about a year.
Undisclosed amount
Avanti Motors sold to D.C. man

SOUTH BEND, Ind. (AP) - A decade after falling in love with a used car, Washington, D.C., businessman Stephen H. Blake has announced purchase of the Avanti Motor Corp., a manufacturer of luxury automobiles.

Blake, 38, president of AMW Inc., said he plans to meet the demand and gradually increase production by improving production facilities and eventually hiring up to 30 additional employees.

The Avanti II, produced since 1965, will continue to be manufactured in South Bend.

Blake said the Avanti II, produced since 1965, will continue to be manufactured in South Bend.

Blake told a news conference here that he intends to maintain Avanti's standard of quality and said he has "been in love" with the car since 1972 when he bought a used Avanti.

It's the most beautiful and perhaps the safest, best built car in America, possibly the world," he said.

The purchase price was not disclosed, but a $3.5 million local economic development bond and a $1.9 million state loan guarantee are involved in the financing.

Arnold Altman, his late brother Nathan and the late Leo Newman bought all the assets and rights required to build the Avanti from the Studebaker-Packard Corp. after that company stopped automobile production in late 1964.

continued from page 1

Council, "Nobody likes that kind of unemployment."

Regan, however, stated flatly that the recovery is here."

"I'll stand by that."

We see a recovery coming, and we think we're in that portion now, right at the start."

On Capitol Hill, House Speaker Thomas P. O'Neill Jr. directed the congressional Joint Economic Committee, despite the election recess, to hold hearings on the state of the economy.

American joblessness had been running at post-World War II record levels since last April when the previous post-war high of 9.0 percent, established in May 1975, was shatted. Since the current recession took hold during the late summer of 1981, the national jobless rate has soared 2.9 percentage points, from 7.2 percent to 10.1 percent.

The bleak unemployment picture, however, did not compare with the kind of joblessness suffered during the depth of the Depression in 1933, when unemployment was at an annual average of 24.9 percent of the labor force.

Analysts with the Bureau of Labor Statistics noted that joblessness during that era of hard times involved almost exclusively male heads of households. In recent years, they said, there has been a substantial surge in the number of women entering the labor force and competing for available work.

Statisticians also noted that figures for the third quarter ending Sept. 30 showed that 59 percent of the unemployed Americans were in households in which there was at least one other wage-earner. Nonetheless, the latest figures produced post-war highs within several individual population categories.

Blue-collar workers suffered a 15.6 percent unemployment rate, a full percentage point more than the rate for white-collar workers in the third quarter, which soared from 8.9 percent to 9.5 percent.

Black unemployment climbed to 20.2 percent.

Joblessness among full-time workers jumped from 9.6 percent to 10.1 percent and the rate for whites reached 9.0 percent.

Largely because of the reopening of schools, unemployment among teen-agers eased from 24 percent to 23.7 percent, while the rate among Hispanics held steady at 14.6 percent.

Total employment declined from 99.8 million to roughly 99.7 million. In a separate survey of non-agricultural payrolls, the bureau said employment plunged by 230,000 from August. In this category alone, nearly 2.5 million Americans have been thrown out of work since July 1981. Total overall unemployment has soared by 5.7 million since the start of the recession.

Regan, asked by reporters whether the administration deserves blame for the double-digit unemployment rate, said, "I don't think that's a game I want to play -- who's responsible for what?"

In testimony to the Joint Economic Committee, Janet L. Norwood, commissioner of labor statistics, acknowledged that if the gross national product grows at the sluggish levels now forecast, "we will have relatively high unemployment for many months."

Both the U.S. Chamber of Commerce and Edward M. Kennedy, D-Mass., called the new figures "a national tragedy."
The Student Center Survey

Editor's note: Student Government representatives travelled to four university campuses last spring to assess their social space and compare it with the facilities at Notre Dame. They visited student centers at Villanova, Vanderbilt, Duke and Northwestern. Observer reporter Mary Ann McMorrow spoke with Maureen Burns and John Gallagher, who took part in the study. They offered the following observations about their experiences.

1. What did you see on your spring break trip to other universities? They visited student centers at Villanova, Vanderbilt, Duke and Northwestern. Observer reporter Mary Ann McMorrow spoke with Maureen Burns and John Gallagher, who took part in the study. They offered the following observations about their experiences.

2. What did you see on your spring break trip to other universities? They visited student centers at Villanova, Vanderbilt, Duke and Northwestern. Observer reporter Mary Ann McMorrow spoke with Maureen Burns and John Gallagher, who took part in the study. They offered the following observations about their experiences.

3. What did you see on your spring break trip to other universities? They visited student centers at Villanova, Vanderbilt, Duke and Northwestern. Observer reporter Mary Ann McMorrow spoke with Maureen Burns and John Gallagher, who took part in the study. They offered the following observations about their experiences.

4. What did you see on your spring break trip to other universities? They visited student centers at Villanova, Vanderbilt, Duke and Northwestern. Observer reporter Mary Ann McMorrow spoke with Maureen Burns and John Gallagher, who took part in the study. They offered the following observations about their experiences.
I don't eat green food. It isn't as if I have any kind of phobia about green food, I just don't eat it basically. I avoid green food because I think it's somewhat nauseating to consume.
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...and Sallie Dawson, a dormitory assistant, has been elected to the Student Senate. She was nominated by the student body to represent the interests of seniors. Sallie is a member of the freshman student group, Organized Dormitory Support (ODS), which provides assistance to new students. She has been active in various campus activities, including the debate team and the student newspaper. Her nomination reflects the respect and admiration she has earned from her peers.

Jenny Young
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graduate program in art introduces the student to that unanswerable question of art and the history of art. The program is unique in the Midwest, offering a balanced approach to the study of art and its relationship to society. The program is designed to provide students with a broad range of skills and knowledge in the field of art, and to prepare them for careers in a variety of fields.

Laura Hartigan

Features

Saint Mary's (a match made in heaven), eldest son and daughter at Notre Dame and Saint Mary's (what a family), I would find it all too "eau" for my mother to have selected a major in Home Economics. Thank goodness for the Business program.

Although the Home Ec program ended in 1965, we still have a taste of it on campus today. No, we do not come to Saint Mary's with the intention of finding "Mr. Right" and learning to be a housewife. What I am referring to is that mysterious cottage tucked away between O'Laughlin Hall and the Adaline Crowley Riedinger House — a girl is nesting there now.

And from this I found was so appealing about the old Fieldhouse to the arts is its own beauty. Sure it's old — but the Fieldhouse is itself an environment within an environment. The walls of the house are built around the natural lighting that is the only light in the place. And there are benches built into the walls, and it's dusty. So the most beautiful construction on campus and it's not particularly intriguing as an architectural wonder — but it's spatial freedom is the medium from which these rooms create. It is a backing up of no restrictions.
features

A 16:45 p.m. each evening, my beckoning and cherubic face comes to a screeching halt as my pigpigeon begins its venture from the familiarity of North Quad and the dining hall to the unknown realm of South Quad and the shore of St. Joseph’s lake. As hurriedly programmed from quad to quad, my vision and my mind become aware of the transformation that occurs in the early evening hours: the sun casts its radiant glow upon the gently rippling waters; the waters become a palette of green, orange, blue, and purple. The newly fallen leaves are cradled beneath my paws; my opinion ed edibles are being making their most valiant effort to get me to my destination at the proper time.

At this point, the steps, I catch my breath and a relief that (for once) my watch is running late. Immediately, my eyes begin to scan the faces of the small group of individuals with whom I will be celebrating this ancient tradition. In my eyes, I see a myriad of personalities, experiences, and abilities which are reflected in the candlesticks flickering yellow flames. The soft murmur of greeting voices mantis the intensity of the glowing flame, the offering of the darkness void with warmth and light.

The thoughts are temporarily interrupted as I am greeted by Br. John, who gives me a smile and a short talk about my lack of musical ability. As I cast a final glance to see whether or not anyone else has joined our group, the bell tolls, and my eyes pause upon the song sheet (unaware of my lack of agreement). A glow on the gently rippling waters, the waters become a palette of green, orange, blue, and purple. The newly fallen leaves are cradled beneath my paws; my opinion ed edibles are being making their most valiant effort to get me to my destination at the proper time.
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The prospect of co-ed dormitories at Notre Dame seems to have met with mixed reactions. Some people call themselves Christian and believe that co-ed dorms are not a panacea. However, there are those who think that co-education in living is the positive denial of God. Stalin was a secularist, but detaching morality from reality is merely a front for orgiastic living. With an adequate understanding of these goals are modified according to the circumstances.
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Higher education means higher achievement or high school

The NBC Nightly News this past week presented the merits of the freeze proposal itself. This last mention of others. I would...

mosl questions I had regarding the beauty of the mural? Moses apparently all along has been an eyesore, which brings tears to our eyes, has evolved the segment, with the narrator be named after Father Hesburgh. Perhaps in January, the nuclear freeze movement. It has...
A leg up on the pennant

It was a day in which not much was happening in the life of Harvey Kuenn. The well-known line drive hitter and tobacco-chewer. To give you an idea how bad things were going, he was out walking the dog.

Harvey had played 16 holes of golf that day and his right leg had had what appeared to be a muscle pull in it. So, he propped it up as he tuned on the TV in his Sun City home. The TV stayed in full color, but the light went to black-and-white. Harvey thought his foot had gone to sleep. Actually, it had died. Within an hour, you could read through it.

"I thought I was just sitting wrong," Harvey remarked. In fact, there was no way it did sit right. The doctors stuck pins in his ankle and decided the only way to save the rest of Harvey was to get him away from that foot as soon as possible. Gengare was already setting up. The fact was dead and would soon be followed by the remainder of Harvey if something wasn't done. Circulation was gone. The ankle was like a washed-out bridge in his system's arterial highway.

The doctor tied a sympathetomy, an operation to restore circulation. "When that didn't work, I knew I was in trouble," Harvey recalls. "If your temperature goes up even a degree," the doctors warned him, "we have to think about amputation."

Sure enough, the temperature went up. "What are we waiting for?" Harvey growled. "I'll be able to do...

The Observer will accept classifieds Monday through Friday, 10 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. However, classifieds appearing in the next issue must be received by 3:30 p.m. The classified section must be prepaid either in person or through the mail.

See MURRAY, page 13
Harvey was a kind of a hum rap. In the first bases, Harvey only made the last out had to.

"Harvey's Wallhangers." Harvey was a kind of a hum rap. In the first bases. Harvey only made the last out had to.

...Murray

continued from page 12

wiskey Brewers, 190 homers into the season, are known to the good burghers of America's beer hall as "Harvey's Wallhangers." Harvey himself was hardly a wallhanger. His hits were more grasshangers, chalk-kickers. If Harvey's hit a wall, they were foul. Harvey is remembered by history as the guy who kept making the last out in Steak Koutou's no-hitter. It was a kind of a bum rap. In the first place, Harvey only made the last out in two of them. And Sandy threw four. In 1964, Harvey tapped back to the box for out No. 3 as Sandy stepped on the Giants, 8-0. In 1965, Harvey struck out on three pitches as Sandy stepped on the Cubs, 1-0.

But that was one of 14 strikeouts by Koutou that night, and it was only Koutou's 12th strikeout that season. In the '63 game, Harvey had only the hard-hit ball off Koutou. On the first pitch of the game, he lined to center. In two of them. And Harvey struck out on three pitches pitchers. They'll try to get you to go down, but they didn't want to pick pockets, they wanted to take prisoners.

Harvey let them wall bang. Harvey knows better than anybody the 1927 "Yankees theory — one home-run equals four singles, sometimes more. So, Harvey just penciles in a lineup and sits around and listens to the sounds of boards rattling. He hopes to be still hearing it when World series time rolls around. Harvey'll be the one streaming tobacco juice and telling the assembled series press, "I don't need this job; I can always take up place-kicking."

continued from page 15

Your (current) proposals are aimed at destroying the existing system, a system that has allowed us to put a $1.6 billion offer on the table." Garvey said he was especially dis-

couraged that the owners themselves are not scheduled to meet until Oct. 19. "This tells us they don't expect anything to happen until then," he said.

In rejecting the union invitation, Donlan, messaged Garvey: "We believe that for negotiations to be successful, you must seriously re-

hink your position on the wage scale by several clubs seeking to prevent players from taking part. A federal judge ruled Wednesday that owners' suits filed in various states were invalid and future suits, for the sake of simplicity, must be filed together in Washington.

A state judge in Missouri, however, has ruled that even though the union's contract with the NFL has expired, many of the individual contracts between players and teams remain in force and the proper arena for those legal fights is the state courts.

Got a beef? Tell us!
Send a letter
The Observer
Sports Editor
P.O. Box Q
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...Negotiations

INTERNATIONALLY KNOWN POET AND TRANSLATOR
PAUL ROCHE
WILL AUTOGRAPH TWO OF HIS LATEST BOOKS

New Tales from Aesop and With Duncan Grant in Southern Turkey

Saturday
Oct. 9th
10:30 to 12:00

New Tales from Aesop

by Paul Roche

Hammes Notre Dame Bookstore

2nd Floor
Book Department

...
OB Lautenberg after record

Iowa prepares for Hoosiers

BLOOMINGTON, Ind. (AP) -- In perhaps the biggest test of Indiana this season, Iowa freshman Matt Bialowas led the Hawkeyes to a 7-5 victory over the Hoosiers. Bialowas, who has scored at least 10 points in each of his last three games, had 23 points and hit a game-winning three-pointer with 3.3 seconds left.

COLUMBUS, Ohio (AP) -- Ohio State received a scare but managed to come out on top against Michigan State. The Buckeyes, led by quarterback Braxton Miller, forged a 24-21 win in the first half before pulling away in the second half to secure a 51-21 victory.

Wisconsin, Ohio State ready for aerial attack

Mike Holmgren, the head coach of the Green Bay Packers, is preparing his team for a potential aerial attack from the Ohio State Buckeyes. Holmgren said he expects the Buckeyes to use their quarterback, Braxton Miller, as a threat in the passing game.

Levi leads LaJet Classic

Levi Lemon, the quarterback for the LaJet Classic, led his team to a decisive victory over the Midwest Regionals. Lemon completed 21 of 30 passes for 298 yards and four touchdowns, helping his team secure a 38-14 win.

ABSOLUTELY NO ONE packs a lunch like us!!!

The Deli is located, main floor, LaFortune Building, at the Huddle.

Your box includes choice of turkey or ham sandwich on sourdough bread, sweet grapes, your favorite cheese, and two of Grama's Big Peanut Butter cookies. With choice of a 10 oz milk or 16 oz soft drink.

All For Only $2.69

Don't forget to stock up on ICE for this weekend's festivities. 8 lb. and 18 lbs. bags of ICE available at the Deli.

LETUCE SERVE YOU

The Observer
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By SAM SHERRILL

The Notre Dame soccer team went into last night’s game against the Broncos of Western Michigan hoping to have coach Rich Hunter to his 100th victory at Notre Dame. Instead, he ended up with his eighth tie. But it was not for lack of trying, as the Irish got practically every bad break possible.

Early on, there was little action as both teams were settling in. The Irish got their first of the opportunities after eighteen minutes in, as Joe Holtti, playing better and better in midfield, ripped a shot that hit the crossbar.

But Western Michigan got their only shot of the first half at 21:46 and made it count. Greg Ballan, after apparently showing his defender, headed a pass toward the goal and goalie Gerald McCarthy’s head. McCarthy couldn’t get to the ball, could only watch helplessly as the ball rolled in.

The Irish assumed total control of the game. The Broncos hardly crossed the midfield strip for the rest of the match. For the second week in a row, the Irish took a highly-regarded regional foe and dominated them. But as time wore on, it appeared the team would not get the equalizer it so desired.

They finally put together with only 10:30 to go. Ken Harkenrider saved a pass going out of bounds and then went a beautiful cross into the box. Rich Herdeman picked up his sixth goal of the year, and the Irish went up, 1-0.

Herdeman was then buried by all ten of his teammates on the field, the Irish had the momentum.

Then followed an officiating comedy of errors. After ejecting Mario Mant of the Irish, the referee gave the Irish a free kick on goal from the 10 yard line, the field, which he did. Then, as the game went into the first of two ten-minute overtimes, the Irish apparently ended things when Joe Holtti’s indirect free kick was flicked into the net by Ken Harkenrider. But after an outrageous long delay, the referee said that Herdeman had not actually touched it. Indirect kicks must be touched by another player. When The Observer dug a bit more, it took so long, the referee said, “Nobody asked me first.”

The Irish continued to dominate the balance of the overtime, but unfortunately could not manage to put in the game-winner.

Frustration, then, was the key word for Fri. night’s game, a contest which saw the Irish out-shoot the Broncos 28-2. Despite the unsatisfactory result, the Irish continued to improve. Playing before an overflow crowd certainly helped. Hunter’s Irish will go for number 100 Sunday afternoon at 2:00 on Alumni Field against the Cardinals of Louisville, hopefully improving on their 7-0 loss to the highly ranked Akron on Wednesday.

Hunter must wait
Irish bucked by Broncos

The Notre Dame soccer team defeated Franklin College, 2-0, to start off Parents Weekend yesterday afternoon before the good crowd at Alumni Field.

Clare Hare and marathoner Ken Korowski scored goals for the Irish, both coming early in the first half. From then on, the Irish defense held firm.

The Notre Dame field hockey team defeated Franklin College, 2-0, to start off Parents Weekend yesterday afternoon before a good crowd at Alumni Field.

Clare Hare and marathoner Ken Korowski scored goals for the Irish, both coming early in the first half. From then on, the Irish defense held firm.

NFL players union develops strike fund

By BRUCE LOWITT

The National Football League players union’s negotiations with the owners were arranged for its members to borrow up to $30,000 against the money they have already earned.

Meanwhile, the owners’ Management Council, for the third time in three days, rejected an union invitation to begin bargaining again.

Union officials said the loans were to meet household and living expenses and were “not for investment.”

Union chief Ed Garvey said he didn’t expect the players to start feeling the pinch of a strike until the beginning of November, when monthly bills come due.

“Don’t we want to lose a strike because some people can’t borrow money,” he said. “Our members, like all employers in America, must be able to support their families during a work stoppage.”

While the loan program does not mean the players are exempt from being paid, the union is doing to finance the owners during the strike, which is in its 19th day.
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Hurricane warnings
Two top defensive teams square off, each with a score to settle

By CHRIS NEEDLES
Sports Editor

For the third week in a row, Notre Dame will be facing a pass-oriented offense, as it squares off against 17th-ranked Miami of Florida at Notre Dame Stadium. There was a time when games against pass-oriented teams were to be X-rated material and bring screams of horror from Irish fans. But no more.

The Hurricanes come into tomorrow's contest averaging nearly 200 yards a game through the air. But the combination of a formidable pass rush and a vastly-improved secondary have made the Notre Dame pass defense air-tight. The secondary, which limited Michigan State to just 141 yards in the air last Saturday, should be tested again this week. Miami quarterback Mark Richt, who replaced the injured Jim Kelly three weeks ago, has filled in admirably. Richt has hit on 46 of 73 passes for 399 yards in two-and-a-half games since taking over for Kelly. When Kelly separated his shoulder in the Hurricanes' 14-8 victory over the Trojans, Miami's offense was at a deficit. But he's handled himself well. I'm not sure he's quite the deep threat Kelly was, but that's not always essential because of the way Miami utilizes his running back in the passing game.

The way Notre Dame's rushing defense has been going lately, pass receiving may be the only thing Miami's running backs will be able to do tomorrow. The Irish secondary, led by Daniel Clancy, Jon Austry, Mike Gann and Kevin Griffin, which has now been coined "The Gold Rush," has held opponents to a mere 514 total yards rushing in the first three games. The 2.3-yard average per carry in the defense, and translates into a meager 27-rush attempt.

Miami will try to counter with what has been a sub-par rushing attack led by junior halfback Keith Griffen (62 carries for 221 yards) and junior fullback Speedy Neal (42 for 142 yards). Miami will try to counter with what has been a sub-par rushing attack led by junior halfback Keith Griffen (62 carries for 221 yards) and junior fullback Speedy Neal (42 for 142 yards). Miami will try to counter with what has been a sub-par rushing attack led by junior halfback Keith Griffen (62 carries for 221 yards) and junior fullback Speedy Neal (42 for 142 yards).

OUTLOOK, page 3A

Mike Gann

A game on the line
Both teams must control the offensive line to move the ball

By SKIP DESJARDIN
Sports Editor Emeritus

It is a time-worn cliche, uttered ad nauseam by television announcers reprendent in polyester sport coats.

"Football," they say, "is a game won and lost in the trenches." This one will be no exception.

Notre Dame's apathy — if not uniquely — named "Gold Rush" defensive line, and Miami's own talented front line will dictate the outcome of the game. The Irish are No. 1 against the run, and the second-ranked defense overall. The Hurricanes are not far behind in the latest NCAA statistical release.

So, the real job will be for the offensive linemen, the anonymous men who work the hardest for the least amount of glory.

Notre Dame linemen will be contending with All-America candidate Tony Chickillo.

"Defensively, we're not as strong as we were a year ago," says Chickillo of the defensive unit that held Notre Dame's offense scoreless last year. "But we are a lot quicker, and more explosive. We're a big play defense. We cause a lot of big plays."

There have been changes in the offensive line this week. An injury to center Mike Fischer, though not as severe as once believed, will necessitate some position-shuffling.

Tom Thayer will move over to the center spot, leaving his own guard position to Neil Maune. Mike Shiner, who returned from pre-season arthroscopic surgery to his knee last week, will also be forced into duty.

"Thayer's a three-year starter, and at this point of the season we want experienced players in our lineup," says Coach Gerry Faust. "I've got a couple of young guys playing next to me," the 6-3, 250-pound Chickillo says. "But I have a great deal of confidence in what Tony Fitzpatrick and Fred Robinson can do. They've been waiting in the wings for a long time. Now their opportunity is here, and they are going to make the most of it."

These two men will be a real challenge for the Irish offensive line. Fitzpatrick is small at 6-0, 240, but he has great quickness.

Last week, Robinson had what many observers considered the best game of his career.

"Thayer's a three-year starter, and at this point of the season we want experienced players in our lineup."

"I have a great deal of confidence in what Tony Fitzpatrick and Fred Robinson can do. They've been waiting in the wings for a long time. Now their opportunity is here, and they are going to make the most of it."

These two men will be a real challenge for the Irish offensive line. Fitzpatrick is small at 6-0, 240, but he has great quickness. He and Robinson combined for a game-saving tackle, helping recovery combination against Michigan State two weeks ago.

Last week, Robinson had what many observers considered the best game of his career. He harassed Louisville Quarterback Dean May to the point of forcing five interceptions. He also had three sacks.

The Irish line must buy time for Blair Kiel if he is to be effective. They must also provide a hole through which Phil Carter can run. The game against Michigan State was an example of an occasion where Carter, who's strength is his ability to get through the hole and into the flat, simply had no place to run.
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Griffith for the defense
A knee injury taught the Irish lineman what football, and life, is all about

By LOUIE SOMOGYI
Sports Writer

He's an end.
He's 6-3.
He's a senior.
He's from Kettering, Ohio...

Sounds familiar. Anyone, of course who has been to a Notre Dame home basketball game in the last year knows that the last three lines will be the dramatic introduction for John Paxson this season.

But what's with the "He's an end" business?

If you don't know, then meet Kettering's "other" connection as athletic prowess for Notre Dame — defensive end, scholar-athlete and perhaps as good an embodiment of the Notre Dame spirit as you will ever find. Kevin Griffith.

Paxson — who attended the same high school as Griffith in Kettering — will probably still be the most-talked-about athlete on campus by the end of the year, but for now quite a bit of talking is being done about Griffith.

Forget that he has made only 11 tackles (tying him for 11th on the squad in three games. Griffith has become perhaps the major stalwart for the much-improved Notre Dame "Gold Rush." Already in the young season, opposing offensive units have been dropped four times behind the line of scrimmage for a total of 87 yards in losses. Griffith himself has accounted for six of those losses for 49 yards.

"Those 11 tackles don't tell the story about what Kevin has done for us this year," says his defensive line coach, Greg Blanche. "He is very valuable for us with his experience and strength alone. He is so physically awesome for us at times that it has enabled him to make the gigantic plays when we needed them.

Such was the case last Saturday when Michigan State had a fine down on its own 29-yard line in the first quarter. Two Griffith sacks later, the ball went on the State 10-yard line. Then Griffith helped out line mates Mike Gann and Jon Autry with yet another sack in the Spartan end zone (thus beating out his Kettering colleague in scoring the first "two points" of the season).

The floodgates opened after that, as the Irish defensive unit recorded even more tackles for losses on the afternoon.

"He set the tempo for the rest of the defense," says Blanche, "and he got the others fired up."

Kevin and Bob Clasby are two seniors that have really earned the respect of our younger members in the line. They look to them for their poise and maturity and that's exactly what they have been providing. It's just like having another pair of coaches on the field.

Griffin's play and leadership have been all the more pleasant since a year ago he was suspect in the beginning as a starter after having sat out all of spring drills this year in order to nurse an old knee injury. In addition, he was moved from his old contain tackle position to the end spot this season.

His shift, however, is one of the reasons why he feels that the defensive front has made such great strides this season.

"We have done people in the positions this year where they are best suited," explains Griffith. "We are also a lot physically stronger and established this year. The system last year was that players on the defensive line were rotated in and out, and good was in the sense that it would give a player a rest, but it was also bad in that when a guy finally started out the opposing players style or tendencies, he would lose his continuity by having to sit back down on the bench.

"As for myself, I've just been fortunate on the sacks this year through hard work. I'm still kind of learning the new position and I still have some improving ahead of me."

Learning and improving, though, are Griffith's true talents in life. One of the philosophies that has made Griffith the person he is today is the axiom that when life hands you a lemon — make lemonade. Two years ago when he was racked up for the year at the beginning of the season with a major knee injury, moaning about the unfairness that life brings wasn't his style.

"It was nothing more than a case of my becoming a student first, and an athlete second," he recalls. "I was able to work that year at a juvenile center in Michigan — which was just a tremendous experience in itself. I was able also then to attend seminars and lectures outside of class that I wouldn't have been able to attend if I had been playing football.

"I love the game, but there are so many other things to do in life. The injury just opened up new opportunities for me."

The new opportunities paid their dividends in the second half of last year. Besides attaining his second-team Academic All-America honors for his 3.3 grade point average in government, Griffith was awarded the coveted John W. McConnell award from Notre Dame, which is given to the Irish scholar who best exemplifies the spirit of the student-athlete while contributing his skill and ability in the classroom and on the field.

Finally, his greatest opportunity arrived this summer when he assisted in the office work of Ohio Congressman Clarence Brown in Washington, D.C.

"All of which gives Griffith an inevitable "All-American Boy" tag — a label he embarrassingly laughs off.

"I've had my nights at the C-Club ("Griffy's")" he explains.

"There's a time for work and a time for play though," he continues more seriously, "and when it's time to work I'll do everything I can to give my best effort. The one thing that Notre Dame really teaches is that it's all results.

When I first came here I immediately realized that I would have to become stronger, faster and smarter on the field. I've worked hard for those goals and developed myself as a person doing the way both mentally and physically.

"There is so much here. All the people — the players, the coaches, the students are talented in their own ways. Having had the opportunity to meet the different people here is something that will always stay with me.

In an era where many athletes are used by the scholars, to them represents that Notre Dame has used Notre Dame in a positive manner through his own scholarship.

"I think that the experience of meeting my own sons growing up to be like Kevin," says Blanche. "It's just a phenomenal kid to be associated with."

Chalk up another plus for Archbishop Alter High School in Kettering, Ohio.

... Lines

continued from page 1A

Miami's front line must contend with Kevin Griffith, Jon Autry, Mike Gann, and Bob Clasby. But they have done so before, and well. Mark Cooper was a part-time starter at tight end for two years, then was relegated to a third-string role behind Andy Baratta and Denzil Stubblefield.

"It's a tight end," says Cooper, "and I've done my best to improve on that position through hard work and practice."

But what's with the "He's an end" business?

If you don't know, then meet Kettering's "other" connection as athletic prowess for Notre Dame — defensive end, scholar-athlete and perhaps as good an embodiment of the Notre Dame spirit as you will ever find. Kevin Griffith.

Paxson — who attended the same high school as Griffith in Kettering — will probably still be the most-talked-about athlete on campus by the end of the year, but for now quite a bit of talking is being done about Griffith.

Forget that he has made only 11 tackles (tying him for 11th on the squad in three games. Griffith has become perhaps the major stalwart for the much-improved Notre Dame "Gold Rush." Already in the young season, opposing offensive units have been dropped four times behind the line of scrimmage for a total of 87 yards in losses. Griffith himself has accounted for six of those losses for 49 yards.

"Those 11 tackles don't tell the story about what Kevin has done for us this year," says his defensive line coach, Greg Blanche. "He is very valuable for us with his experience and strength alone. He is so physically awesome for us at times that it has enabled him to make the gigantic plays when we needed them.

Such was the case last Saturday when Michigan State had a fine down on its own 29-yard line in the first quarter. Two Griffith sacks later, the ball went on the State 10-yard line. Then Griffith helped out line mates Mike Gann and Jon Autry with yet another sack in the Spartan end zone (thus beating out his Kettering colleague in scoring the first "two points" of the season).

The floodgates opened after that, as the Irish defensive unit recorded even more tackles for losses on the afternoon.

"He set the tempo for the rest of the defense," says Blanche, "and he got the others fired up."

Kevin and Bob Clasby are two seniors that have really earned the respect of our younger members in the line. They look to them for their poise and maturity and that's exactly what they have been providing. It's just like having another pair of coaches on the field.

Griffin's play and leadership have been all the more pleasant since a year ago he was suspect in the beginning as a starter after having sat out all of spring drills this year in order to nurse an old knee injury. In addition, he was moved from his old contain tackle position to the end spot this season.

His shift, however, is one of the reasons why he feels that the defensive front has made such great strides this season.

"We have done people in the positions this year where they are best suited," explains Griffith. "We are also a lot physically stronger and established this year. The system last year was that players on the defensive line were rotated in and out, and good was in the sense that it would give a player a rest, but it was also bad in that when a guy finally started out the opposing players style or tendencies, he would lose his continuity by having to sit back down on the bench.

"As for myself, I've just been fortunate on the sacks this year through hard work. I'm still kind of learning the new position and I still have some improving ahead of me."

Learning and improving, though, are Griffith's true talents in life.

"There's a time for work and a time for play though," he continues more seriously, "and when it's time to work I'll do everything I can to give my best effort. The one thing that Notre Dame really teaches is that it's all results.

When I first came here I immediately realized that I would have to become stronger, faster and smarter on the field. I've worked hard for those goals and developed myself as a person doing the way both mentally and physically.

"There is so much here. All the people — the players, the coaches, the students are talented in their own ways. Having had the opportunity to meet the different people here is something that will always stay with me.

In an era where many athletes are used by the scholars, to them represents that Notre Dame has used Notre Dame in a positive manner through his own scholarship.

"I think that the experience of meeting my own sons growing up to be like Kevin," says Blanche. "It's just a phenomenal kid to be associated with."

Chalk up another plus for Archbishop Alter High School in Kettering, Ohio.

Kevin Griffith

IRISH EXTRA

By Skip Desjardins

Phil Carter
But Faust is not worried about his offense, which produced over 400 yards in the first two games, but came up with only 280 against Michigan State last week. "We're not where we want to be offensively," he says. "But there's no reason to panic. We won a game Saturday on the road against an awfully good Michigan State defense even though we didn't score a touchdown.

"A coach has to be happy anytime that happens. But we know we've got plenty of things to do to improve."

Quarterback Blair Kiel is coming off his worst outing of the season last week against the Spartans. The junior from Columbus, Ind., threw three interceptions and had a generally ineffective day throwing, completing just 5 of 20 passes for 120 yards.

One thing the Irish will have in their favor is that Miami has never won a game in Notre Dame Stadium in five tries since 1972. But Miami Coach Howard Schnellenberger is confident.

"We have a lot of kids who have been in an awful lot of big ballgames," he says. "A win over ND would be very significant.

"I know the Irish will remember that Miami was the team that put them under."

"But more importantly for us, I think our football team has the confidence to believe that they can beat Notre Dame."

On the contrary, Faust is not as optimistic.

"Miami's the best team we've played with," he says. "They're an excellent football team and they're well-coached. They're better than last year in some areas."

If Miami has one weakness, it's that it is not a good road football team. Twice the Hurricanes have ventured into raucous enemy territories — at Florida and Virginia Tech — but lost. Florida beat Miami 17-14, while Virginia Tech gave the Hurricanes a scare before succumbing last 14-8.

Knowing this, Faust has made a plea for vocal fan support, especially from the student body.

"A big lift," Faust says. "Our student body has done an excellent job so far — they've been great. But we really need them this week. I hope it'll be a big advantage."

---

Blair Kiel

Filling some famous shoes
Mark Richt has stepped in with poise to lead the Hurricane pass attack

By JEAN CLAUDE DELA FRANCE
Sports Editor
The Miami Hurricane

MIAMI — The Miami Hurricanes' 14-8 victory over Virginia Tech on September 18 brought about more changes than just another notch in the win column.

The careers of two UM players were vastly altered. Jim Kelly, undoubtedly the best quarterback in Miami history, suffered a separated shoulder and was lost for the season. Mark Richt, a former high school all-star quarterback from Florida who played in Kelly's shadow for three years, became Miami's No. 1 quarterback. Richt, who had yet to start a game until Kelly's injury, now leads the Hurricanes offense as they continue to go for the national championship that Coach Howard Schnellenberger is aiming for.

Richt's major asset is his poise. He knows that every time he steps on the field, he will be compared to Kelly. Yet his calmness and outlook remain unchanged.

The one thing he has learned during his apprenticeship is to be ready. "The No. 1 priority is to win on Saturdays," says the native of Boca Raton. "I don't personally set any particular number of touchdowns to throw or how many completions I will make because it doesn't matter unless you win."

Richt is perhaps best remembered for the game last year when he came in to lead Miami to a 21-20 win over Florida. With Kelly injured, Richt came in to defend 72,000 screaming fans and engineered two drives that produced ten points — giving Miami its fourth straight victory over the cross-state rival Gators.

"The game taught me just to stay ready to play at all times," Richt says. "When I went into the Florida game, I was not ready as prepared as I would've like to have been. Since then I've promised myself that I'd be ready in case I ever had to go in again."

He was ready against Virginia Tech, and showed signs that he could move the offense when he had to. In that game he completed two of three passes for 28 yards to match the team to the VPI one-yard line. It's this kind of play that has prompted the coaches to say that Richt would be a starter on 90 percent of the nation's top college teams.

"We are blessed that we have a great quarterback like Mark Richt," Schnellenberger said. "Mark has been preparing for this situation for several years."

"Had he been at another school with a similar offense Richt probably would have found himself in a successful situation as a starter: breaking records, All-American, and possibly a Heisman candidate."

"I know they all have confidence in me," Richt says of his teammates. "I think I've been around here long enough so that everyone knows what I can do. I am prepared to do whatever it takes to win."

Schnellenberger puts the whole situation in perspective. "This is another obstacle that our football team will overcome," he says, "and one that will draw us closer together and demand a little more effort from each of our players."

Since replacing Jim Kelly at quarterback, Mark Richt has played impressively. Richt will be starting his third game for the Hurricanes this weekend against Notre Dame.

In his previous two outings, both Miami victories (25-22 over Michigan State and 28-6 over Louisville), Richt has completed 36-of-69 passes for 367 yards and two touchdowns.

"We feel (Richt) can throw just as well as Kelly," says Notre Dame head coach Gerry Faust. "He's done very well in the games he's played so far, and this is his fourth game he's going into. I don't think that Kelly's injury has made any difference at all in their attack.

With Kelly gone for the rest of the season, it looks like the burden of winning a national championship falls on the shoulders of Mark Richt.

But if the first two games of his starting reign are any indication, Richt is more than ready to accept the challenge.
### Notre Dame vs. Miami

#### The Game

Notre Dame (3-0) vs. Miami Hurricanes (4-1)

Each week, The Observer sports staff predicts the outcome of the week's major college football games. Records are compiled as to how each writer does against the spread. **HOME TEAM** is in capital letters.

- **GEORGIA** over Mississippi by 13
- **MICHIGAN** over Michigan State by 11
- **Iowa** over **INDIANA** by 1
- **Iowa State** over **Texas** by 12
- **Texas** over **Oklahoma** by 2
- **ALABAMA** over **Penn State** by 3
- **ILLINOIS** over **Purdue** by 12
- **WASHINGTON** over **California** by 13
- **ARIZONA STATE** over Stanford by 6
- **AIR FORCE** over **Navy** by 1
- **NOTRE DAME** over Miami (Fla.) by 6

#### The Statistics

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TEAM STATISTICS</th>
<th>NO OPP</th>
<th>RUSHING</th>
<th>O</th>
<th>NO YDS AVG TO LG</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>TOTAL OFFENSE YARDS</strong></td>
<td>1602</td>
<td>656</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>4.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total Plays</strong></td>
<td>227</td>
<td>191</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>19.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total Tackles</strong></td>
<td>40</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>TOTAL PENALTIES</strong></td>
<td>17</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>TOTAL PUNT STATS</strong></td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>TOTAL FIELD GOALS</strong></td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>TOTAL PASS YARDS</strong></td>
<td>96</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>By Passing</strong></td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>By Punting</strong></td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>TOTAL DOWNS CONV</strong></td>
<td>15-52</td>
<td>10-44</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Percentage</strong></td>
<td>40%</td>
<td>24%</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Passing Yards per Game</strong></td>
<td>35.16</td>
<td>24.00</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Kickoff Return</strong></td>
<td>20-15-1</td>
<td>.571</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Notre Dame OFF</strong></td>
<td>127</td>
<td>185</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Notre Dame OPPONENTS</strong></td>
<td>112</td>
<td>116</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>INT RETURN</strong></td>
<td>NO YDS AVG TO LG</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Notre Dame OFF</strong></td>
<td>49</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Notre Dame OPPONENTS</strong></td>
<td>49</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Kickoff Return</strong></td>
<td>35-26-10</td>
<td>5-11</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Notre Dame OFF</strong></td>
<td>57</td>
<td>134</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Notre Dame OPPONENTS</strong></td>
<td>28</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### The Schedule

- **Notre Dame** vs. **Miami**
  - **Notre Dame** vs. **Georgia**
  - **Notre Dame** vs. **Iowa**
  - **Notre Dame** vs. **Texas**
  - **Notre Dame** vs. **Alabama**
  - **Notre Dame** vs. **Illinois**
  - **Notre Dame** vs. **Washington**
  - **Notre Dame** vs. **Arizona State**
  - **Notre Dame** vs. **Air Force**
  - **Notre Dame** vs. **Notre Dame** (Fla.)

#### The Sports Staff Picks the Winners

- **SKIP DESJARDIN**
  - Sports Editor Emeritus
  - Records: 21-14-1 .600

- **DAVE DZIEDZIC**
  - Assoc. Sports Editor
  - Records: 20-15-1 .571

- **CHRIS NEEDLES**
  - Sports Editor
  - Records: 20-15-1 .571

- **WILL HARE**
  - Sports Writer
  - Records: 19-16-1 .543

- **RICH O'CONNOR**
  - Sports Writer
  - Records: 15-20-1 .429